
Introdution

0.1 The ourse

1. Basi struture of a digital omputer, Number representation, Digi-

tal logi, Integer -unsigned, signed representation; Charaters-ASCII

oding, other oding shemes; Real numbers-�xed and �oating point,

IEEE754.

2. Basi funtional bloks of a omputer: CPU, memory, input-output

subsystems, ontrol unit.

3. Instrution set arhiteture of a CPU - registers, instrution exe-

ution yle, RTL interpretation of instrutions, addressing modes,

instrution set.

4. Instrution set arhiteture CISC and RISC, Case study - instru-

tion sets of some ommon CPUs.

5. Basi building bloks for the ALU, Adder, Subtrator, Shifter, Mul-

tipliation and division iruits, CPU Subblok, Datapath - ALU,

registers, CPU buses;

6. Control unit design: Hardwired and miroprogrammed design ap-

proahes

7. Memory system design: semiondutor memory tehnologies, mem-

ory organization. Cahe; Cahe memory hierarhy;

8. Peripheral devies and their harateristis: Input-output subsys-

tems, I/O transfers - program ontrolled, interrupt driven and DMA,

Seondary storage devies;

9. Privileged and non-privileged instrutions, software interrupts and

exeptions, programs and proesses, role of interrupts in proess

state transitions.
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10. Pipelining: Basi onepts of pipelining, throughput and speedup,

pipeline hazards.

0.2 Books, Referenes and Evaluation

� David A. Patterson and John L. Hennessy, Computer Organization

and Design: The Hardware/Software Interfae, Elsevier.

� Carl Hamahar, Zvono Vranesi and Safwat Zaky, Computer Or-

ganization, MGraw Hill.

� John P. Hayes, Computer Arhiteture and Organization, MGraw

Hill.

� William Stallings, Computer Organization and Arhiteture: De-

signing for Performane, Pearson Eduation.

� Vinent P. Heuring and Harry F. Jordan, Computer Systems Design

and Arhiteture, Pearson Eduation.

� Computer System Arhiteture, M. Morris Mano, Prentie-Hall,

1993, Third Edition

� Strutured Computer Organization, Andrew S. Tenenbaum, Pear-

son Prentie Hall, 2006, Fifth Edition

� Net, Wikipedia, OCW MIT

� http://ow.mit.edu/ourses/eletrial-engineering-and-omputer-siene/6-

823-omputer-system-arhiteture-fall-2005/leture-notes/

� http://ow.mit.edu/ourses/eletrial-engineering-and-omputer-siene/

Class test, attendane, Midsem, endsem evaluation:

� 15% Quizes, Assignments

� 15% �rst midsem, 15% II midsem

� 10% Semester Projet

� 40% endsem

� 5% Attendane
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0.3 Preliminaries

How do you de�ne a omputer? In fat, a omputer is a system, built

using eletronis omprising digital system, having ombinational and se-

quential logi iruits. It an be thought of as a big, �nite state mahine.

A omputer just does what the software tells it to do.

A Software is a series of instrutions. With respet to the instrutions,

we would like to know - What instrutions does a omputer need? What

kinds of instrutions are there, and how do we represent instrutions?

The next thing we would like to know is - what is omputer arhite-

ture? An arhiteture is the attributes of a omputer seen by the mahine

language programmer, for example, the instrution set of the omputer,

CPU registers and their sizes, range of memory addresses, and addressing

modes, various �ags in the CPU's �ag register, like over-�ow of result,

result positive or negative, arry generated or not, et.

Stritly speaking, a omputer arhiteture spei�es what the hard-

ware looks like (its interfae), so that we an write software to run on

it. Exatly what instrutions does it have, number of register storage

loations, et. A Computer arhiteture inludes:

1. Instrution set

2. Instrution format

3. operation odes

4. addressing modes

5. all registers and memory loations that may be diretly manipu-

lated or tested by a mahine language program, and

6. formats for data representation

The next uriosity is - why are the di�erent types of omputers, how

do we lassify those, and how do we tell omputers what to do?

0.4 System Organization

The system organization omprises of: CPU, ALU, Control unit, memory,

and the buses for onnetion between these omponents. The �gure 1

shows the various funtional bloks.
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Figure 1: Funtional blok diagram of omputer.

0.4.1 Funtional Bloks

The �gure 2 shows various funtional bloks with input / output Sub-

bloks.
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Figure 2: Funtional blok diagram of omputer with IO.

Various onnetions between Sub-bloks are buses, with size of: 8,

16, 32, 64-bits. The older systems omprised the buses sizes of 8, 12, 24,

40-bits.

One of the standard model of omputing is is �Von Neumann Model�,

omprising of Arithmeti and Boolean logi, memory: R/W, Exeution

Control (branhes and Jumps). The bottleneks of Von Neumann ar-

hiteture is exessively dependent on addresses, where every memory

aess must start by sending memory addresses, and other disadvantage

are sequential exeution and entralized ontrol.

0.4.2 Single-bus Arhiteture Funtional bloks

The single bus system has low ost and �exibility for attahing IO de-

vies. However, it allows only one transfer at a time. One of the di�ulty

of single bus system is speed mismath between various IO devies on-
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neted to the same bus. It is resolved using bu�er registers for devies

for storing the data when transmitter is delivering at a speed faster than

it an be reeived by the devie at the reeiving end. Figure 3 shows the

struture of a single bus system.

Single bus structure

Input Output Memory Processor

Figure 3: Funtional blok diagram of omputer with IO, onneted to a

single bus.

0.4.3 The memory

The memory, whih holds the programs and data is alled primary mem-

ory of omputer. The memory an be thought of as an array of storage

elements of uniform size, say 8-bits or 16-bits or more, usually multiple

of 8-bits. The �gure 4 shows a memory total size of n-loations, eah

of one-byte. The ADD A, B and STORE A, 2000 are instrution in Assembly

language. The First instrution indiates that value in register B shall be

added into the register A, while the next indiates that value in register A

shall be stores at memory loation 2000. The ADDA, B is of small length,

hene oupies a single loation (one-byte), while the store instrution

oupies two memory loation, due to address �eld 2000.

The pneumonis like, ADD, STORE, represent operation to be per-

formed by the CPU as ditated by the instrution, hene this peneumani

is alled opode �eld of the instrution. The remaining part, like A,B and

A, 2000 are alled address / operand �eld.

0.5 Generations of Computers

The present omputers are desendants of many generations of their pre-

deessors. The tehnology was the dominant fator in omputer design

and evolutions. The start generation is alled 0th generation. The main

feature of this generation was mehanial / eletromehanial devies to

build the omputers. Following are some of the landmark system of 0th

generation omputers.
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Figure 4: RAM memory of n loations.

1. Liebniz's alulator (1685), Joseph Jaquard loom (1805)

2. Charles Babbage's di�erene and analytial engines (1833, 1837,

1853)

3. Herman Hollerith's ensus tabulator (1890)

4. Howard Aiken's (Harvard) Mark-I (1944)

5. John Von Neumann: stored program onept (i.e., program and

data in same memory)(1940s)

The next generation is alled 1st generation, was due to arrival of va-

uum tubes, whih replaed the mehanial and eletromehanial parts.

The landmark omputers of this generation were:

1. ENIAC (1946), UNIVAC (1951)

2. IAS mahine (1952)

3. IBM 701 (1953), IBM 709 (1958)

The 2nd generation was due to transistors, whih replaed the vauum

tubes. Sine transistors were ompat and onsumed far less power than

vauum tubes, these omputers were ompat, and onsumed far less

power. The popular system of 2nd generation were:

1. DEC PDP-1 / 4 / 7 / 9 / 15

2. DEC PDP-5 / 8 / 12

3. DEC PDP-6 / 10
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4. IBM 7090 / 7094

5. IBM 1401, IBM 1620, CDC1604, CDC 6600

The arrival of third generation was due to integrated iruits. The

ICs onsumed far less power as well as the spae ompared to transistors,

as well, their failure rate and temperature harateristis were superior

than the transistors. Following were the major system of this generation.

1. IBM 360/370

2. DEC PDP-8/I, DEC PDP-11/40, DEC VAX 11/780

The 4th generation was due to arrival of next tehnologial advane -

the very large sale integration (VLSI) tehnology. The following are the

major landmark systems of this generation:

1. Intel 4004, Intel 8008, Intel 8080 / 8085, Zilog Z80 / Z8 / Z8000

2. Intel 8086 / 8088, Intel 80186 / 80286 / 80386 / 80486

3. Intel IA-32: Pentium, PII, PIII, p4, Celeron, Xeon...

4. Motorola 6800, / 68010 / 68020 / 68030/68040/68060 ... DEC

PDP-11/03, DEC MiroVAX

5. SPARC-1 / SPARC-2 / SuperSPARC, HyperSPARC, UltraSPARC,

IBM RISCSystem-6000, Power series

6. DEC Alpha,

The 5th generation has property of Homogeneous and parallel proes-

sors.

0.6 System Software

Unlike appliation software, whih is not not hardware dependent, and

designed for spei� appliations, like - editors and word proessors, the

system software is hardware dependent hene requires the knowledge of

system for writing it. The system software has following uses:

1. Reeiving and interpreting user ommands

2. Managing the storage, �le I/O

3. Running standard programs, like spreadsheet, word-proessors,..
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4. Controlling IO devies

5. Translation of programs

6. Linking, loading, et.

The �gure 5 demonstrates the sharing of proessor by user program

and OS routine. It also shows how to use the resoures in an e�ient

way. The time duration t0 − t1 : is for appliation program loading from

devie to memory, t1 − t2 : is time when the appliation program runs,

t2 − t3 : is required for loading data �le from devie into the primary

memory. during the time t3 − t4 : the appliation run and produes

results by performing omputations on the data, and �nally, t4 − t5 :

time slot prints the results. At time instane t5 another program starts.

In the above example, there are four resoures in the y-axis, printer,

disk, operating system routine, and program. When, none of the disk,

program, and printer are in operation, then OS-routine is running.This

true. Sine, when no work is being arried out by the omputer, then the

CPU is exeuting OS routine.

With above we an appreiate that how may steps are needed to run

an appliation program. Following are more observations:

Time

Printer

Disk

OS routine

Program

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

Figure 5: User program and OS sharing CPU, in time-division multiplex-

ing.

A CPU will �rst feth the instrution from memory, then it deodes it

to �nd out what operation is to be performed and what are the operands.

Also, due to deoding, CPU will ome to know, whether the data is given

along with the instrution, or they are to be fethed from an address spe-

i�ed along with the instrution. The fething, deoding, and exeution

ativities arried out for an instrution, are together alled instrution

yle.
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� During the time duration t4− t5 : CPU and disk are free. Similarly,

during t0 − t1, and t2 − t3 CPU and printer free. Hene, if it is

possible to use some of the resoures, like CPU, disk, memory, et.,

during the time they are free, higher throughput is possible.

� If OS onurrently exeute several programs, better utilization of

resoures possible. This pattern is alled multiprogramming, multi-

tasking, and time-sharing.

0.7 Performane

The performane is indiated by the fat, how quikly an a CPU exeute

programs. This is funtion of hardware and Mahine language instru-

tions. Does a ompiler e�et it? The answer is yes. A ompiler may

generate very ine�ient mahine ode, and good quality ompilers gen-

erate odes whih exeutes muh faster. The total time for exeution in

our exerise=t5 − t0 (elapsed time): it is e�eted by: speed of proessor,

disk, printer. The proessor time dependents on hardware (i.e., the net

speed of CPU + Mem + Cahe).

Lets us assume that a proessor's lok has lok time-period P , then

rate or frequeny of exeution an be not more than R =
1

P
, provided that

it ompletes a smallest operation in a lok yle. Thus, to inrease the

speed of program exeution, we must inrease R. Let N is total number

of instrutions in a program P . Assume that S is average basi steps

needed per instrutions. Thus, the total exeution time T for program P

in seonds is,

T =
N × S

R
(1)

To derease exeution time T we need to redue the total number of

instrutions N , this will bring down the average basi steps needed per

instrution, i.e., S, and this will inrease R.

0.8 Advaned Proessors

To understand the signi�ane of advaned proessors, onsider the fol-

lowing example:

� Instrution: ADD R1, R2, R3: (R3 ← R1 +R2)

� Instrution yle time = Feth time + deode time + exeute time
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ti = tf + td + te

� Next Instrution an be read, while previous addition takes plae.

� This results to overlapping exeution (alled pipelining). Ideally

|S| = 1.

� Higher degree of exeution possible by multiple instrution-pipelines

(alled super-salar arhiteture)

Exerises

1. Disuss the advantages and disadvantages of storing the programs

and data in the same memory. Under what irumstanes is it

desirable to have these in separate memories?

2. What are the funtions performed by eah of the following: CPU,

Memory, OS, Compiler.

3. What is the di�erene between types of operations performed by

�rst generation omputers and present generation omputers?

4. What is di�erene between Computer Organization and Computer

Arhiteture. What is open Arhiteture? (Hint: Open Soure)

5. Suggest two examples in eah ase: 1. Too large data but ompu-

tation is small, 2. Too small data but omputation is large.

6. Write a small C program with nesting of loops so that ode size is

small but should take more time. Run this program with following

ommand in linux and justify the answer you get as well as explain

the answer. $ time exeutable-prog-name

7. Does human brain do exeution of instrution, like omputers do?

Justify.

8. Does human brain perform parallel omputation or has potential

for this? Suggest your logi.

9. Can you suggest some other models of omputation than the Von

Neumann?

10. Is the evolution proess omputational ? Justify you answer.

11. Find out by a ommand of linux by whih we an say that linux is

a multiprogramming OS.
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12. Find out the linux ommands for: size of RAM, memory area, OS

area, et.

13. How an you work editing a �le and at the same time run another

program in linux?

14. Find out the hardware spei�ations of your laptop/notebook.
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